
	

	
	

Therapeutic Nutrition and Supplements in Practice 
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0:00   
All right, we're going to dive into the vitamins now starting with the fat-soluble 
vitamins. Now before we do that, I just want to give you a little bit of the lay of 
the land as to how we're going to cover each vitamin, and what's actually going 
on in your notebooks. So as you can see, we have a breakdown of different 
aspects of each vitamin. We're going to talk about the food sources, the 
symptoms, beneficial effects, principal uses, conditions, dosages, and sometimes 
absorption. So those are the main categories. Sometimes all of these are discussed 
in each vitamin, sometimes just a portion of these are discussed. Mostly what 
we'll be focusing on in the sessions is we're going to be looking at mainly the 
uses and discussing the mechanisms behind the uses, and a little bit around the 
vitamin. So again, your notebook is a fantastic reference tool to really look into 
the intricacies of each vitamin, how to use it and what it might be used for.  
 
1:03   
So beginning with the fat-soluble vitamins, we've got A, D, E and K. And what 
does that actually mean fat-soluble? Well, exactly what it sounds like these 
vitamins are soluble in fat. Now, what are the implications of that right off the 
bat? Firstly, for in order to absorb these vitamins, it's really important that we 
consume them with some sort of fatty substance, some sort of oil or food 
containing fat, otherwise, they're not really going to absorb into the body. In 
addition, these vitamins are not really going to dissolve well in water, right 
because they're fat-soluble. So taking your fat-soluble vitamins with a little bit of 
water isn't really going to enhance absorption to the maximal level. In addition, 
with the fat-soluble vitamins, we're able to store them in the body, mainly in the 
liver. But we can take huge doses of these things or larger doses, therapeutic 
doses for even once a day. And we store those vitamins. So we can sort of decide 
in the body, how much to use and when to use them as metabolism demands for 
them. Thus, we don't need to take them as often and at regular intervals, like the 
water-soluble vitamins, which we'll talk about later. So again, these are A, D, E 
and K. And we'll talk about each vitamin on its own. Starting with vitamin A, so 
vitamin A is actually derived from what are called carotenoids in plant sources. 
Now there are over 600 different carotenoids that have been identified. And 
these are those nutrients that give foods the different colors that they have the 
reds and the oranges and the yellows are typically related to carotenoids. Now 
approximately 50 of them have vitamin A activity. So what does that actually 
mean? Well, carotenoids can actually be converted into vitamin A in the body. 
Our body will decide how much of the carotenoids to convert into vitamin A. 
Some of the carotenoids actually don't convert into vitamin A at all and have 
other purposes, like as an antioxidant. The one we hear so much about is beta-
carotene. And the reason why we hear so much about beta-carotene is because it 



	

	
	

is the one that has the highest propensity to convert into vitamin A. So it has the 
most vitamin A activity. Now, different carotenes or carotenoids are going to 
actually be able to convert into vitamin A. Some, as I mentioned don't convert 
into vitamin A is at all so for example, lycopene, which we find in watermelon, 
papaya, tomatoes, it's a wonderful phytonutrient. It's great for prostate health, 
for example, that carotenoid actually has zero vitamin A activity, but it is one of 
the top antioxidants in the carotenoids family. So it has other purposes. So 
another name that we might call beta-carotene is actually pro vitamin A because 
eventually it will actually be converted into vitamin A, a portion of it at least. 
 
5:02   
Now there's a certain group of people that are at higher risk for vitamin A 
deficiency. And this has a lot to do with the way they're going to process the 
vitamin possibly absorb and digest it. And this actually applies to a lot of other 
nutrients as well. For example, the other fat-soluble vitamins. So malabsorption 
is definitely going to decrease the absorbability of vitamin A. Remember, vitamin 
A is a fat soluble vitamin, so it needs fat, and it needs the ability to digest fat to 
facilitate its absorption. If someone is not making enough enzymes, which the 
pancreas releases, so the pancreas releases amylases, proteases, and lipases, 
which digest carbohydrates, proteins, and fats respectively. The lipases that 
digest fats that come from the pancreas are critical for actually breaking down 
those fats in the body. Now, we also know that bile helps to emulsify fat. So there 
are these great components of bile known as bile salts. And what it does is it 
breaks up big globules of fat into smaller and smaller globules. Once they're in 
smaller globules, the enzymes can go and break that down. It's a really nice 
system and to improve digestion. Let's draw a picture to see how this works. So 
up here, we've got our head, we've got our digestive tract. And over here, we 
have our pancreas. And just off to the side, here, we have our liver, and 
gallbladder, and that goes into the small intestine. So we have a sphincter here, 
blocking the small intestine off from the stomach, and a sphincter here blocking 
the stomach off from the esophagus. The bile collects here from the liver, and 
part of that are bile salts, which release in to the duodenum. As well, the 
pancreas is going to release enzymes into the duodenum. And what we have is 
these big fat globules that are in our food. And what happens is they get broken 
down into smaller and smaller globules. And then the enzymes, like the lipases, 
can then go and break these down into smaller components and then allow for 
absorption into the bloodstream. So that's why we need bile. That's why we need 
good pancreatic sufficiency in order to be able to do that process to actually 
break down those fats. Now on the same level associated with the bile 
production, we see that people with liver disease are at a much higher risk for 
vitamin A deficiency as well. One, because they might not be producing bile in 
an efficient manner and making bile salts. But also we need to convert beta 
carotene if we're getting it from vegetarian sources, into vitamin A, and the liver 
is important for that process. In fact, we need some key nutrients for that 



	

	
	

conversion. We need good protein, we need good thyroid health, and we also 
need good levels of zinc and vitamin C. 
 
8:41   
So liver disease, as I just mentioned, zinc is critical for that conversion from beta-
carotene to vitamin A. And of course, we can get both sources from food. 
Depending on what kind of foods we're consuming. We'll look at that in one 
moment. Chronic alcohol use can cause damage to a liver. After a period of time 
we get something called cirrhosis of the liver where the cells have actually 
incurred so much damage, they can't operate and perform their function 
anymore. The liver actually has an incredible ability to heal. If we give a piece of 
our liver as a liver donation or liver donor, our liver will completely regenerate 
in four to six weeks, which is just astounding. So the hepatocytes, the liver cells 
have an incredible ability to heal, regenerate, regrow, and it's a really great 
protective mechanism because our liver is an important organ for detoxification 
and for clearing toxins, you know out of the body, and that's takes quite a bit of 
abuse. So chronic alcohol use is definitely going to have an effect on liver health. 
People on cortisone or steroids also have a decreased conversion of the beta-
carotene to the vitamin A. And finally, high iron intake tends to compete a little 
bit as to what makes vitamin A get formed in the body. So, you know, we can't 
account for every interaction with nutrients. But it's something to be aware of 
that we might want to make sure there are some good sources of vitamin A in an 
individual's diet if they're doing high dose iron.  
 
10:30   
Remember, going back to the way we started the whole discussion of 
supplements, it's always important to have a good multi vitamin, multi mineral 
supplement as a base, just to cover all of these bases. So some uses of vitamin A, 
where might we want to apply it or think about supplementing someone with 
vitamin A, or making sure that they have higher sources in their diet? Well, first 
of all, vitamin A is critical for the health of the eye. And usually, this is the first 
place people go to when you ask anyone, "what's a vitamin A important for?", 
and they say, "Oh, it's important for the eyes", right? That's why everyone needs 
carrots for eye health, because they're very high in beta-carotene. So vitamin A is 
a precursor to something called rhodopsin. And rhodopsin is part of our vision; 
it's the visual purple in our eyeball, so that we can actually see certain spectrums 
in certain light. So typically, I actually see people have issues with night vision, 
with seeing at night like driving at night, when they have a vitamin A deficiency, 
because they can't make enough rhodopsin. Vitamin A is also critical for the 
immune system; it can enhance and boost an immune system. If it's deficient, 
and that person needs a boost. It's very important for primary nonspecific host 
defense, as well. It induces anti tumor effects. It also enhances white blood cell 
production and of course, white blood cells are the soldiers of our body. They're 
the law enforcement agents that go around and will eat up debris that will 
destroy foreign cells, destroy bacteria and viruses. Vitamin A also increases 



	

	
	

antibody response. So one of the key antibodies it increases is IgA. We've got this 
antibody that's created all along all of our mucous membranes, called Secretory 
IgA. And vitamin A is actually important at keeping this at optimal levels and 
actually increasing it. And this is one of the first lines of defense in our body; 
when we breathe in something or when we eat something or something goes and 
makes contact with one of those mucous membranes.  
 
13:10   
In addition, vitamin A is a powerful protector of the thymus, and the thymus 
kind of sits here in our chest. And what happens? Well, the thymus is really 
important for building our immunity, especially when we're younger. They used 
to think that the thymus was one of those organs or glands that didn't really have 
a use for us. Why is that? Well, they would go and do an autopsy on a dead 
person, and they'd go in and look in the thymus would be all shriveled up, 
almost like a raisin. So they thought maybe it just didn't have much function in 
the body. Well, what we now know is that the thymus is extremely important for 
building immunity, especially in the younger years, like 20, and lower. As we 
age, its function sort of decreases. It goes through a process called involution, 
where that thymus goes from a nice healthy gland and sort of shrivels up like a 
raisin and thus loses some of its function.  
 
14:26   
When we have an infection, especially when we're younger, we burn up vitamin 
A incredibly fast; we just go through it at a at a much quicker rate. And it's really 
actually important to supplement someone with vitamin A if they have an 
infection. Also vitamin D, which we will talk about. So vitamin A is critical for 
thymus health, and it's really something to consider greatly, especially in 
children who are dealing with chronic infection, like virus and bacterial 
infections. I also think about the skin when I think about vitamin A. Vitamin A is 
critical for maintaining the base layer of the skin. And oftentimes, when people 
are vitamin A deficient, we see something known, or something called 
hyperkeratosis form, which is like little goose bumps or little red dots on the 
surface of the skin. It typically happens on the triceps and in more advanced 
situations, it happens on the thighs. We'll look at that in a moment. Vitamin A 
deficiency has been implicated in cancer and is also important for cancer 
prevention, as it aids with proper cell differentiation when we're talking about 
cancer and cancer cell proliferation. Here's a picture of hyperkeratosis as I was 
talking about, in your notebook. There are a few symptoms that I've touched on, 
hyperkeratosis being one of them; this is what it would look like. And we could 
always, again, just ask our clients if they get this type of skin rash, or it's not 
really a rash, more of the skin bumps happening on their triceps and in more 
advanced cases, on their thighs as well.  
 
 
 



	

	
	

16:14   
So, some food sources of vitamin A are liver and, of course, the liver stores 
vitamin A. So if we're eating the liver of another animal, we're going to get pretty 
big doses of vitamin A, as well. Many people take cod liver oil, which has 
vitamin A and vitamin D in it because that fish was storing that vitamin A and 
that vitamin D in its liver. And then when we consume the fat of that liver, we're 
getting the benefits of those vitamins. We also find it in kidneys, butter, and 
whole milk. And this is the vitamin A that's already been formed from whatever 
that animal is eaten, that beta-carotene or carotenoids that animal has eaten. Of 
course, we can go a step before and eat the carotenoids, which then form into 
vitamin A, and we would find those in dark leafy greens like collards and 
spinach. The yellowy-orange vegetables are a good sign that there are high levels 
of beta-carotene. Of course, most people know about carrots being high in beta-
carotene. We also find them in sweet potatoes, yams, squash, and bright colored 
sweet peppers as well.  
 
17:31   
Some conditions that we might use it for are measles, respiratory illness and 
AIDS. And then if we look down to the dosages, we can see that maintenance is 
about 2500 to 5000 IU per day. Therapeutic can get pretty high; you can hit 
someone with about 100,000 IU for a couple days. I've even seen some research 
that has shown using that for one to two weeks. We store those huge amounts of 
vitamin A in the body and then we can slowly distill it to do some of the things 
that we talked about; boosting the immune system, helping skin health, etc. The 
dosages for beta-carotene are a lot higher as maintenance and therapeutic 
because we don't store beta-carotene, we mostly will just convert beta-carotene 
into vitamin A, as needed. And again, as a reminder, the factors necessary for 
that conversion are good protein status, good thyroid health, zinc, and good 
vitamin C levels. And in terms of absorption, vitamin A is absorbed pretty well, 
as long as we don't have any malabsorption issues. As long as we're absorbing 
fat properly, we can absorb between 80% and 90% of vitamin A. Beta carotene is 
a little bit less, it's not as well absorbed. And interestingly enough, as you'll see 
this with some other nutrients, as the dosage of beta-carotene increases, the 
absorption of beta-carotene decreases. So as we start to load up the body with 
higher and higher dosages, the body will absorb less and less. Possibly and 
probably as a protective mechanism to make sure that we don't get too much of a 
particular nutrient.  
 
19:21   
Moving on to vitamin D. Vitamin D is such a critical vitamin and in fact, it's more 
of a hormone than an actual vitamin. It was more just named a vitamin because 
of when it was discovered. But as you're going to see its interactions with our 
body in our cells is critical. There are actually two things that affect every single 
cell in the body. And one of them is vitamin D, as you might have guessed, and 



	

	
	

the other is thyroid hormone. So the implications of vitamin D are profound as 
we're going to see in a moment.  
 
19:56   
One of the most common uses for vitamin D and most well known uses, is it's 
important in bone health and calcium metabolism. I used to work at a health 
food store many years ago, and one of the main things that people would come 
in for was for osteoporosis; mostly women between the age of 40 and 60. We had 
a medical office in the same strip of the mall as the health food store, and a lot of 
people had just come from their doctor and said, "Oh, do you have any calcium 
supplements?" And what I would say is, "why are you taking them?" And they 
would say, "because I just got diagnosed with osteopenia or osteoporosis?" And I 
would say, "Well, did you have your vitamin D levels checked?" And they would 
say, "what's that?" Calcium is pretty much useless unless we have sufficient 
levels of vitamin D. We will actually just pee out 30% to 80% of the calcium 
consumed. If we're in a state of vitamin D deficiency, the calcium just becomes 
useless. So making sure vitamin D levels are in the optimal range, as we'll look at 
in a moment, is critical for ensuring that we utilize calcium appropriately.  
 
21:21   
And what does vitamin D actually do with the calcium? Well, first, it increases 
absorption from the gut. So we consume calcium, and again, it's not just what we 
eat and digest, but it's also what we absorb. Vitamin D helps to facilitate the 
absorption from that calcium from the gut, into the bloodstream. Also, our 
kidneys are fantastic filters of the blood and will take minerals out. But we also 
want to reabsorb some of those minerals. And vitamin D helps us to reabsorb 
much of the calcium that the kidneys filter out right back into the bloodstream. 
We also release calcium from the bones; our bones are constantly remodeling. 
And vitamin D is critical for helping with the resorption of calcium and 
phosphorus from the bones and from the teeth. The bones and the teeth have 
very similar physiological actions happening, which helped them to stay healthy 
to sort of break down constantly and rebuild constantly.  
 
22:28   
Vitamin D is also critical for keeping normal levels of calcium and phosphorus in 
the bloodstream. What we actually find is when people overdose on vitamin D, 
which is possible, we can measure that by looking at how much calcium is 
actually in the bloodstream. And what happens is when you have too much 
vitamin D in the body, you're actually end up with too high levels of calcium in 
the bloodstream, which can be dangerous at pretty high levels. So those are some 
of the reasons why vitamin D is so critical for bone health and how it works to 
keep the calcium in the body and how it interacts with calcium. 
 
 
 



	

	
	

23:12   
One of the main uses for vitamin D and what's been gaining so much more 
traction, and there's so much research coming out on this, is its use in immune 
enhancement and keeping a healthy immune system and for disease prevention. 
Vitamin D can actually turn genes on and turn genes off; it has a direct access to 
our genetic material and communicates with our genetic material. So, if you 
remember way back to the slope of health, to turn on the good genes and to turn 
off the bad genes so that we can stay at the top of the slope of health and make 
sure that we're expressing our book of life to the best of its ability. Remember, 
our genes are like a book, there's a lot of information, but we can turn them on 
and off (different parts of that book, read different pages) from that book of life. 
Now let's put vitamin D deficiency a little bit into context. This is a wonderful 
graphic put out by Grassroots Health. What it shows is that most of the time 
when they're looking at normal ranges of vitamin D, what they really want to do 
is just prevent rickets. Rickets is a pretty bad disease. It's a bone Wasting Disease. 
You can't build your bone properly, you get bowed out legs, and it’s pretty 
serious. Not many people in North America get it anymore, or at least in 
developed countries, but it is a risk and if you are vitamin D deficient, you can't 
really as I just mentioned, use calcium appropriately and phosphorus in the 
body. That's how you can get a disease called the rickets. But that is just the tip of 
the iceberg. And what we need to appreciate is that there's so much evidence 
now out there on how vitamin D can prevent a whole slew of illnesses. What I 
gather from that, as well, is that not just the illnesses that we've looked at and 
research, but pretty much everything.  
 
25:18   
Let's dive a little bit deeper into that research. So as you can see from this graph, 
it tells us a little bit about where your blood levels want to be in order to prevent 
certain diseases. At the bottom, you can see the collection of references they use 
to put this chart together. It's an amalgamation of a whole bunch of research, 
looking at where your blood levels of vitamin D have to be to prevent different 
diseases. Now, in your notebook, you actually have a copy of this chart on page 
42. So you can follow along in your notebook looking at the chart as a reference 
tool to see what we're discussing here. So as you can see, if we look at the 75 
mark - now, just as a quick caveat, different countries will use different units 
here in Canada. We use nanomoles per liter, as indicated by this chart. Most of 
the world I think uses these units. In the US they use nanograms, which is just 
the number divided by 2.5. So you're going to see different units used in different 
places. But just understand that we are looking at two different numbers. But for 
the sake of our discussion, here, we're looking at nanomoles per liter. It says 
number one, that's the serum level of vitamin - D 25-Hydroxy vitamin D. Where 
it shows number two, it's showing that you need to be just below 50 to prevent 
rickets for most people. That's what they're mainly interested in. And if you look 
at the reference range for most labs, for blood work, for vitamin D, we see a 
range of about 75 to 200. Now, if you look at where the 75 is on this chart, you'll 



	

	
	

see that 75 doesn't really prevent many of the diseases, it definitely prevents 
rickets. But we want to be where the three is indicated, we want to be at a level of 
between about 100 and 150, I would say closer to 150, 125 to really prevent all of 
these diseases. So this is disease prevention. This is preventative medicine. What 
people don't feel is where there's a vitamin D deficiency. Like, you can't really 
feel it, it's not that palpable. But the immune system doesn't work to the best of 
its ability, genes get turned on and off, we might be furthering certain disease 
processes. So we need to look at the body as a whole, we need to look at specific 
levels to really put that person in a state of optimal health.  
 
28:18   
Now I can tell you that in my practice, I get every single person tested for 
vitamin D levels because of how important it is for health for so many different 
things on the health continuum. One use for vitamin D, interestingly enough, is 
actually pain. I've had multiple clients that have various sources of pain; 
sometimes they're not even really identifiable. They go they get the MRI, the X-
Ray, the CT scan, they consult with different practitioners, neurologists, 
rheumatologist, etc., etc. Most of the time, the treatments are simply painkillers, 
sometimes steroids, but never are the doctors looking at the whole picture, right? 
And we actually see that there's some correlation with pain levels and serum 
level of vitamin D. And as vitamin D levels go up, pain levels will actually 
decrease. So just another example on how effective this vitamin D can be. For not 
just all those diseases we just show but even on something like pain 
management.  
 
29:40   
Now I'd like to continue by talking a little bit about how we actually make 
vitamin D and what the process is. So most people know that in order to make 
vitamin D, we need our good old sun. Now, we go out in the sun and we 
sunbathe. And when our skin makes contact with the UV rays, cholesterol in the 
skin layer gets converted into cholecalciferol. And this is also known as vitamin 
D3. This is the form that we find mostly in supplements. If you go out to your 
health food store or you get some vitamin D online, most of the time it will be 
cholecalciferol, which is an active form of vitamin D3. We also want to 
understand that vitamin D3 comes from cholesterol. Cholesterol is a critical 
precursor for vitamin D3. So that makes us think maybe there's some 
implications if we're taking cholesterol lowering medication, how is that going to 
affect our vitamin D3 levels. So the cholesterol is converted into cholecalciferol, 
pretty superficial in the skin, it takes about 24 to 48 hours for that cholecalciferol 
to actually absorb from the superficial layers of the skin into the bloodstream. So 
what I tell my clients is if they are going out and sunbathing and getting some 
vitamin D production, to not shower and use soap on the whole body, to just 
wash their pits in bits. Because when you do, you preserve that vitamin D all 
over the skin and all over the body and allow it to have time to soak in to the 
bloodstream. Of course soap emulsifies fat and we'll wash away a lot of the 



	

	
	

vitamin D. So then the vitamin D is going to go to our trusty liver and there it 
gets converted into something known as 25-Hydroxy Vitamin D. Okay, now 25-
Hydroxy Vitamin D is the form that we measure in the blood for the most part. 
There are some labs that measure other forms. But the standard test for vitamin 
D is 25-Hydroxy Vitamin D. And this form of vitamin D is five times more potent 
than cholecalciferol than vitamin D3. So if we're taking supplements like vitamin 
D3, we need to have a good functioning liver in order to take that D3 and 
actually convert it into something more potent. Then the 25-Hydroxy Vitamin D3 
goes to the kidney. So we've got the kidney here. And we've got the liver over 
here. You know throughout the course, if you haven't figured this out already, 
you're going to be privy to my stellar artistic skills, as you can see. So we've got 
the kidney over here. And here, we have a conversion of the 25-Hydroxy 
Vitamin D, to 125-Hydroxy Vitamin D3. And this vitamin D is 10 times more 
potent than the original vitamin D3.  
 
33:45   
So you can see that what's really important here are a number of steps. First, we 
need to be able to expose our skin to the sun to allow for adequate vitamin D 
conversion, and then we need to have good liver health in order to make that 
conversion of the cholecalciferol into 25-Hydroxy cholecalciferol, which is five 
times more potent. And then we need good kidney health in order to convert 
that into 125, which is about 10 times more potent. And interestingly enough, 
there's a mineral that's actually important for this conversion known as boron, 
and boron has actually been implicated in the health of our bones. And not being 
able to convert this form into this form over here, that 125 has actually been 
implicated in osteoporosis. So we can have good 25-Hydroxy Vitamin D levels, 
but if we can't make that conversion in the kidney to the more potent form, we 
actually may not have enough of that active vitamin D for proper bone health. So 
this is the process of vitamin D production and why so many steps along the way 
are critical for vitamin D levels.  
 
35:02   
So we've just looked at the process of how we actually make vitamin D, and how 
important our skin is in actually being the factory, which is going to convert the 
UV rays, the UVB rays specifically, into usable vitamin D. So a question that 
some of you might ask is how does it differ depending on your skin color? Does 
that affect how much vitamin D you would produce? And the answer is 
absolutely. And here's a chart showing that an individual with white skin needs 
about six times less time necessary to make the same amount of vitamin D as 
someone with dark skin. Now, this has certain implications; if you have dark 
skin, or if your clients have dark skin, we need to be extra diligent to get vitamin 
D levels tested to make sure they're within the optimal range, because they're 
going to have a much more difficult time in making vitamin D if they go out in 
the sunlight. Now typically, people that have lived closer to the equator and that 
have been exposed to more sunlight actually have darker skin, it's been an 



	

	
	

evolutionary advantage, if you will. And what that is in the skin is its melanin. 
It's the pigment in the skin, which protects the skin and protects our DNA from 
damage from sunlight. It's actually a natural sunscreen. And that's why when we 
go out in the sun, we tend, depending on how fair our skin is, you know, some 
people just go straight from white skin to burning. But if we slowly work our 
way up and tan a little bit before we burn, we increase melanin production in the 
skin. And it actually works as a natural sunscreen. That's the optimal way to 
actually protect our skin. When we go and put sunscreen on the skin, it has 
somewhat of an anesthetizing effect, because we can then go out in the sun for as 
long as we want, without any protection, and we're not going to burn. But we're 
still being exposed to a lot of those UV rays, and that could be damaging in the 
long run. So, important to appreciate that different people might have different 
abilities to make that vitamin D. Now we really actually need to be out in the sun 
at about one o'clock when it's at its highest for about 20 minutes every single day 
and mostly shorts and a t-shirt. And still yet, I'm looking for people here in 
Toronto shoveling snow in the middle of winter in shorts and a t-shirt - it's just 
not happening, so most people need to supplement.  
 
37:42   
Now we can get our vitamin D sources from some foods. If you look at page 
seven in your notebook, you can see that, again, the supplement cod liver oil is 
going to give us some vitamin D. Mackerel, salmon, and herring - so we get some 
vitamin D in certain fish. We also find it in butter and egg yolks if those animals 
were exposed to vitamin D from the sun. We've talked about a lot of the 
beneficial effects. And in terms of dosages, there are some guidelines there for 
you in terms of dosing where those under the age of one need about 1000 IU per 
day. Over the age of one about 1000 IU per 25 pounds of body weight. For 
adolescents and adults, they usually need about 5000 to 10,000 IU per day and 
above 125 pounds. And therapeutic they might need upwards of 50,000 IU even 
per week. But this is something we don't have to guess on. There are some really 
great resources. And I've included them in your notebook where you can 
determine the exact doses someone needs as step one, and step two, to make sure 
that we're measuring blood levels.  
 
39:04   
So if you turn to page 40, I believe it is in your notebook. You can see a 
wonderful chart there, which is going to help you determine the dosages and 
you've got two charts to choose from. This first one that we're looking at is the 
average intake observed to produce a noted serum level in adults looking at 
someone with about an average weight of 68 kilograms. So in the left hand 
column, what you can see is the current blood level of vitamin D. So say their 
current blood level is 50. You got them tested and they've got 50 nanomoles per 
liter of vitamin D, and you want to get them to a goal of about 125. Well, you go 
along the axis of the chart and you meet where it says 125. And as you'll see that 
they're going to require about 4300 I IU of vitamin D per day to get them into 



	

	
	

that dosage range, you put them at that dosage for about 3 to 6 months, and then 
you retest. The second chart here for you, is to show you how you can calculate 
based on specific body weight, not just using an average 68 kilogram because we 
have varying body weights. So you can actually get a little bit more specific and 
look at the specific body weight and just multiply it by that factor. So these two 
charts are extremely useful for recommending these things orthomolecularly, in 
the right dosage for the right person, in the right form, at the right time, etc., etc. 
Now, we also have to appreciate that everyone is going to metabolize vitamin D 
completely differently. And this just goes to show the variance in how much 
people need in order to get their blood levels within the range. So about 50% of 
people achieved levels of 40 nanograms or greater with about 1300 IU of vitamin 
D. Now, do you remember how much were getting recommended as the RDA, 
the Recommended Dietary allowance? About 600 IU, so not nearly enough to get 
people in the optimal range. Also, in this chart, you can see that about 83% of 
people achieved 40 nanograms or higher at about 5000 IU and then over 90% 
achieved that level with about 10,000 IU. So again, we have many different 
biochemistries many different people with many different ways they're going to 
be processing vitamin D. We don't have to guess; we could get our vitamin D 
levels checked; we can use our guides to figure out dosage and then we can dose 
appropriately.  
 
42:01   
Alright, moving on to vitamin E. Vitamin E is the third fat soluble vitamin we're 
going to cover. And what we are talking about when we talk about vitamin E is a 
whole family of different vitamin E's. Now, most of the time, we're really just 
referring to alpha-tocopherol. Most of the time, that's what people are referring 
to when they talk about vitamin E. But in nature, vitamin E happens as a family. 
There are actually eight different vitamin E's. There's alpha, beta, gamma, delta-
tocopherol. And there's alpha, beta, gamma, delta-tocotrienols. And of course, 
we want to get as close to this family as possible when we're taking vitamin E as 
a supplement or in nature.  
 
42:58   
So those that risk for vitamin E deficiency would be someone with inflammatory 
bowel disease, which are going to have probably increased transit time and have 
trouble really absorbing most nutrients including vitamin E. Anyone who has 
cystic fibrosis, which is involved with the pancreas, there scarring of the 
pancreas, that affects enzymes going in to help digest fat and fat soluble 
vitamins. And people with gastrointestinal surgeries or any other gastrointestinal 
issues. So first of all, how do we use vitamin E? Why is it important and what's 
its application? So first of all, it's a really important antioxidant. And thus, it's 
been implicated in preventing things like heart disease, strokes, and cancer. 
Now, as you can see here, in the bottom right part of this slide, you have a 
picture of the cell membrane. And essentially what happens in heart disease is 
that the cell membrane gets damaged. So I'm going to recreate the cell membrane 



	

	
	

here inf the picture. And what we have here is a lipid bilayer. It's known as a 
phospholipid bilayer, because these balls, these circles are phosphate groups, 
and these little tails are lipids. So they're called phospholipids, and there are two 
layers of them. Now, vitamin E, works almost like an antenna. So say a free 
radical comes. Free radicals are these molecules that are created from normal 
metabolism from toxins from a variety of places, which can then go and damage 
a tissue. They're kind of spikey. They're free, and they're radicals, just like the 
name suggests. But vitamin E is almost like an antenna, which neutralizes the 
free radicals and prevents them from damaging the cell membrane here. Now, if 
we look at the inside of an artery - so this would be the lumen of the artery - one 
of the first things that happens in the progression of heart disease is that there's 
damage to that membrane, there's damage to that tissue, to that artery. And what 
happens is, as a result, our body will patch it up. What will it patch it up with? 
It'll patch it up with things like cholesterol, right? So typically, you know, what 
cardiologists have done is they've gone in and opened up an artery and they see 
all this cholesterol in there that's built up over the years, right? It's built up from 
damage, and they say, "oh, it must be cholesterol that's causing the problem." But 
no, if we trace it back all the way, we see that, in fact, it's that free radical that 
initially damaged the artery. So vitamin E, this would be our vitamin E, would 
help prevent that damage. It's like the antenna, which kind of neutralizes the 
lightning bolt that comes to damage the cell membrane. So it's an incredible 
antioxidant to prevent heart disease, strokes, and even cancer. Vitamin E has 
actually been implicated as a preventer of specifically gastrointestinal cancer and 
lung cancer.  
 
46:37   
Okay, moving on diabetes. Vitamin E also helps reduce oxidative stress and 
improve membrane activity and glucose transport in people with diabetes. 
Remember, it protects the cell membrane, and the cell membrane is critical for 
what goes into the cell and what goes out. Remember I talked about earlier, 
when we were talking about the slope of health, how our blood is the roadway of 
the body and brings nutrients to the cells and toxins away? Well, specifically 
with diabetes, it's really critical that they get their calories into the cell, their 
glucose into the cell, so they can utilize it. If that cell gets damaged, it makes it a 
lot more difficult. In addition, one of the key issues with diabetics is that they 
have really high levels of oxidative stress and oxidative damage. And that could 
cause damage to tissues around the body and lead to complications - diabetic 
neuropathies, blindness, even amputations. So vitamin A helps to protect the 
cells from oxidative damage and vitamin E, and make sure that those cells don't 
get damaged as easily.  
 
47:50   
We also know that vitamin E can actually help with fibrocystic breast disease and 
help with hormonal issues. Also it with menopausal symptoms. In fact, some of 
the earlier experiments with vitamin E were done on mice. And it showed that 



	

	
	

when they took out vitamin D from their diet, the female mice became in fertile. 
When they brought it back in they became fertile again. And that's what the 
word tocopherol actually comes from, which is the technical word for vitamin E, 
to give birth to or to be fertile. So those are some of the uses of vitamin E.  
 
48:34   
Now, when we look at specific supplements, again, we want to make sure that 
we're getting as close to what nature intended as possible without compromising 
the efficacy of that supplement. Now, before we get there, I just want to talk 
about a few of the food sources of vitamin E. We get them from a whole variety 
of vegetable oils, seeds, nuts, whole grains, asparagus, avocados, berries, green 
leafy vegetables, and even tomatoes. Therapeutic dosages are about 400 to 3200 
IU per day. And as you can see there under forms, synthetic vitamin E is l-
tocopherol l-alpha-tocopherol, which you'll find in cheaper supplements. You'll 
also find sometimes a combination of some synthetic and some natural vitamin E 
in cheaper supplements as well. And that will look like dl-alpha tocopherol. The 
natural form is d-alpha-tocopherol. But of course we know that there's a whole 
family of vitamin E's. There's a family of 8 vitamin E's and they all have different 
names alpha, beta, gamma, delta, tocopherol, and alpha, beta, gamma, delta, 
tocotrienols. So let's see if there are any supplements out there that actually have 
all of these. We're going to do a bit of a comparison. So the first one we're going 
to look at is Tri-En-All 400 by Douglas Labs, and it has about 400 IU of d-alpha-
tocopherol as part of the formula, and it also has a mixed tocopherol. So it has 
about 280 milligrams of gamma-tocopherol, 40 milligrams of beta and delta-
tocopherol. So we don't actually know how much of each, and 25 milligrams, 
mixed tocotrienols. And they give you the breakdown, 14 milligrams of alpha, 3 
milligrams of beta, and delta, and about 8 milligrams of gamma. So that is the 
full formula of Tri-En-All, and you do get the whole family in there. So we know 
that nutrients work synergistically, when they're in the form of the family, they 
work a lot better than if we just isolate them by themselves. So I like this formula 
as a complete form of vitamin E. 
 
51:08   
Then we see another brand, it's called Total E by AOR, they have about 365 
milligrams of mixed tocopherol. And they give you the breakdown 65 milligrams 
of alpha, 8 milligrams of beta, 210 milligrams of gamma, and 82 milligrams of 
delta, they have about 50 milligrams of mixed tocotrienols, 15 milligrams of 
alpha, 0.6 milligrams of beta, and 28 milligrams of gamma, and 6.3 milligrams of 
delta. So you can see, there's another really great combination. And they also put 
in 30 milligrams of CoQ10. We're going to talk about CoQ10 in great detail, 
because it's a critical accessory nutrient. It's really important for heart health. 
And obviously, with the vitamin E supplement here, they're targeting heart 
health, so they're putting a little CoQ10 in. Much of the time though I don't really 
like when my real estate in the supplement is taken up with a nutrient that I'll 



	

	
	

probably be doing at therapeutic dosages in another supplement. I hope that 
makes sense.  
 
52:23   
And then the final one where we'll compare is something called Vitamin E8 by 
New Roots. And they use 268.4 milligrams of d-alpha-tocopherol. And then 1.5 
to 14.8 milligrams of mixed tocopherol. And then 0.116 to 1.43 milligrams of 
mixed tocotrienols. So looking at these three formulations, take a moment and 
ask yourself, which one you might choose for a client. We see that there are three 
different companies offering three different formulations, which do cover the 
whole gamut of our family of eight. But as you can see with the Vitamin E8 from 
New roots, they have as low as 0.116 of some of the tocotrienols - a very, very 
small amount, not sure if it'll make much of a difference. And the highest of the 
tocotrienols is 1.43 milligrams of the mixed tocotrienols, or some of the 
tocotrienols. We don't actually know which one because they didn't give us the 
breakdown. Definitely most of the focus here for the Vitamin E8 was in the d-
alpha-tocopherol that they were recommending. So I probably would not go 
with the Vitamin E8 by New Roots. I would be more prone to go with the Tri-En-
All 400 or the Total E by AOR, depending on what types of formulations I'm 
using in their whole protocol. Now as you can see here, I've highlighted some of 
the key aspects that might skew my decision in choosing possibly the Total E 
over the Tri-En-All. So in terms of the mix tocopherol, they're pretty comparable. 
But as we get into the tocotrienols, we see that overall the Total E has a lot more 
and then actually is a lot higher in the gamma-tocotrienols, which actually has a 
little bit more research backing it up. And with the delta and the beta, there's a 
little bit, again, less in the Tri-En-All by Douglas Labs. So at the end of this 
discussion, I would really choose the Total E by AOR because it does have the 
most comprehensive formulation and a little bit more of what I'm looking for.  
 
54:46   
Our final fat-soluble vitamin is vitamin K. And vitamin K actually got its name 
from a German word for clotting. Because vitamin K is critical for clotting, it 
helps to eventually form a protein called fibrin, which helps to patch up a wound 
and make sure that we don't bleed out. And we're actually going to talk about 
fibrin in a lot more detail because helping it to break down after the wound has 
somewhat healed is actually critical in a full and complete healing process. 
 
55:18   
A really good source of vitamin K, as you can see is spinach, and green leafy 
vegetables. But we'll talk about more of that in a moment. Vitamin K is also 
critical for bone health, and it's gaining a lot more traction for bone health in the 
health world. What it does is it helps to activate something called osteocalcin, 
and osteocalcin is a protein in the bone, which actually helps to anchor calcium 
in the bone. So you can think about it, if you were going to build a house and 
you were thinking about putting the drywall up, but you had no backbone to 



	

	
	

actually put that drywall up on, you didn't have any two by fours in the wall. So 
first, you would have to build the frame of the house and put those two by fours 
in, and then you would actually have something to put that drywall into. You 
would be able to knock it and nail it into those two by fours. But without those 
two by fours, you couldn't do that. So osteocalcin gives the body sort of those 
two by fours to give that bone structure, to give that bone protein to anchor the 
calcium in place. Again, that calcium is not really going to be able to be held in 
place in that bone, unless vitamin K has activated that osteocalcin. So here we see 
another nutrient that is really important for bone formation, right? The plot just 
keeps on thickening.  
 
56:51   
And vitamin K is also really great for reducing excessive menstrual flow. 
Chlorophyll happens to be a fantastic source of vitamin K. And it's often 
recommended for excessive menstrual flow, because that high amount of vitamin 
K helps with clotting and also the some of the components of chlorophyll act as 
an astringent to help decrease menstrual bleeding. So looking at some of the 
forms, firstly, the maintenance dose is about 150 to 500 micrograms per day of 
vitamin K. And vitamin K could get a little bit confusing with the different 
forms. So let's first look at the two natural forms of vitamin K. The first natural 
form is called phylloquinone. And this would be the vitamin K that I would find 
in some spinach, for example, spinach is extremely high in vitamin K, one really 
great source. And in fact, we know that vitamin K is so important for clotting 
that people that are on blood thinners that want to decrease clotting are told to 
avoid foods like this, like spinach, which is really high in vitamin K, because we 
don't want to mess with that dosage of the blood thinner. The problem is you 
need really high levels of this source of vitamin K one in order to make what's 
adequate for body's needs.  
 
58:20   
Now, the second form of vitamin K is vitamin K2 called menaquinone and this is 
a really highly active form of vitamin K. It's produced in our own gut. Yes, our 
own gut can actually make nutrients for us. If we have a microbiome that's in 
balance, we can take the vitamin K in our spinach, K1, convert it into the active 
form or more active form of vitamin K, K2, with the help of our bacteria, and 
then absorb that into the body. Now to break it down even further, there are 
different forms of vitamin K2, and they go by names of MK-4 to MK-10. And 
we're going to discuss just briefly two forms that you might find in the 
supplements MK-4 and MK-7. MK-4 has a half-life of about three hours, meaning 
that if you consume a certain dosage of MK-4, half of that dosage has left the 
bloodstream after about three hours and at most works mostly in the liver and 
with blood clotting factors. So that would be the form I'd be more interested in if 
it was going to be useful for things like blood clotting. The other form of vitamin 
K two is MK-7 and MK-7 is actually the form we find in fermented soy. You 
know one of the foods that have a really good level of vitamin K is called natto. It 



	

	
	

looks disgusting. I've spoken to quite a few people that have consumed it, and 
they say it's really gross. I've never had it myself, but it's very high in vitamin K. 
It's half-life is a few days. So this lasts quite a bit longer and as a lot more 
bioactivity in the bloodstream when we consume it. It also has a lot more 
cardiovascular effects cardio protective. And the cool thing about vitamin K is its 
mechanism allows for us to take calcium in places where it shouldn't be like 
calcification of the arteries, for example, and put it in places where it should be 
calcification of the bone. So it's quite useful for those things.  
 
1:00:42   
And the final form is K3 Menadione, which is the synthetic form of vitamin K, 
which we would want to stay away from. Now there's a little bit of controversy 
around vitamin K. In terms of the way it's used in newborns. About 6 to 10 out of 
about 10,000 babies die of what's known as a hemorrhagic disease where they 
just bleed out. It's a known genetic issue. And one of the key things that they 
discovered they could do to prevent these deaths was to inject newborns with 
about one milligram of vitamin K right at birth. Now, of course, whenever we 
break the skin, we pose increased risk to whoever we are breaking their skin. 
And of course, a needle does that. In addition, there are other things in the 
injection that might not be appropriate for that baby. And it's painful. So some 
people don't like to do that. Interestingly enough, the same results can be 
accomplished by taking orally 5 milligrams of vitamin K two times a week, for 
the first three months of birth. Now, as I spoke about vitamin K, specifically, 
vitamin K2 is produced in the gut when there's a healthy microbiome. So babies, 
when they're born, have a completely sterile gut. They don't have bacteria 
making enough vitamin K. So that's another reason why we want to supplement 
this right from day one to prevent possible bleeding out to get that level of 
vitamin K in the bloodstream before that microbiome has the full ability to 
establish in the gut of the infant. 
 
 
 

 
 


